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Abstract

The effect of weld geometric profile on fatigue life of laser-welded HSLA-65 steel is evaluated.

Presented are results of cruciform-shaped fatigue specimens with varying weld profiles loaded

cyclically in axial tension–compression. Specimens with a nearly circular-weld profile were created at

133 cm/min, as part of this effort, with a hybrid laser gas-metal-arc welding GMAW (L/GMAW)

process. The ability of the laser-welding process to produce desirable weld profiles resulted in fatigue

life superior to that of conventional welds. Comparison of finite-element analyses, used to estimate

stress-concentration factors, to the hot spot and mesh insensitive approaches for convergent cases

with smooth weld transitions is presented in relation to the experimental results. When a geometry-

based stress concentration factor is used, the fatigue tests show much less variability and can be

lumped into one master curve.

r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Fatigue life of a weldment is influenced by the material, environment, welding
techniques, weld quality, connection details and the geometric profile of the weld. Welded
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joints are regions of stress concentration where fatigue cracks are likely to initiate.
Geometry is one of the primary factors that control the fatigue life. Accordingly,
procedures that improve weld geometric profile by reducing stress concentrations will have
a beneficial impact on fatigue life. Most fatigue-life improvement methods implemented to
date are post-weld operations. Kirkhope et al. [1,2] discusses methods of improving fatigue
life in welded steel structures by operations such as grinding, peening, water-jet eroding
and remelting. They stated that use of special welding techniques applied as part of the
welding process in lieu of post-weld operations are attractive because the associated costs
are lower and the quality control is simpler. Demonstrated in this paper is the use of a
combined laser and gas-metal-arc welding (GMAW) weld procedure that results in a
substantially improved geometric profile of a longitudinal fillet weld. The improved weld
profile results in lower stress concentrations without the need of post-weld operations.
Laser welding is a relatively new technique that has potential to achieve excellent fatigue

resistance, especially when used in combination with other more traditional welding
methods such as GMAW. Good control over weld profile is demonstrated when a laser
and GMAW processes (L/GMAW) are used together. Laser welding is a high-energy
density process that can be used on a wide variety of metals and alloys. The automotive
industry has used laser welding in production since the 1980s. Recently, the ship-building
industry has looked toward laser welding to provide fabricated components in ship
production. Original laser welding for ship structures utilized CO2 lasers with up to 25KW
power. Current manufacturing systems are looking toward use of state-of-the-art
ytterbium fiber lasers with power rating up to 10KW. Also, much hope is placed in
laser techniques to economically weld other structural components such as sandwich
panels. The work presented in this paper is part of an ongoing effort to quantify the fatigue
life of laser-fabricated shapes for use in naval vessels.
Some of the advantages that can be achieved through laser welding are ease of process

automation, high welding speed, high productivity, increased process reliability, low
distortion of the finished part and no requirement for filler metal. With current laser-
welding techniques it is possible, as described by Duhamel [3], to achieve full-penetration
welds in one pass on materials up to 1-in thick, depending on laser power and weld speed,
with no filler and preparation as simple as precision cutting of the edges. In addition,
distortion of the finished component is significantly less than distortions measured in
conventionally welded or hot-rolled shapes. Even though filler material is not required in
all cases to achieve a sound full-penetration weldment, lack of filler may cause undue stress
concentrations due to the geometry of the joint, especially if a sharp radius or reentrant
corner exists. These stress concentrations can substantially reduce fatigue life of a high-
quality full-penetration weld, solely due to the geometry of the weld profile. The
combination of laser welding with other processes such as GMAW, which is used to add
filler material, can dramatically improve the weld geometric profile. Accordingly, the
improved weld geometry results in lower stress concentrations and hence improved fatigue
life.
Fatigue strength of laser-welded joints can be markedly different than that of

conventional welds. Therefore, an experimental program was undertaken to assess the
fatigue resistance of laser-welded joints to be used in beam fabrication. Tests were used to
quantify the actual fatigue life of welds that were laser fabricated with various weld
geometric profiles, using differing process parameters. Another objective of this effort is to
compare the current results to existing methods used in analyzing fatigue life. The current
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study is focused upon estimating the influence of the weld geometric profile on the fatigue
life based upon the stress concentration factor due to the weld geometry. Ideally, to
fabricate the optimal weld geometric profile, with a stress-concentration factor near unity,
requires unrealistically slow speeds and unrealistically high amounts of filler metal.
Accordingly, in developing an economical and practical weld profile for a line of product
such as T-beams, tradeoffs must be made regarding desired weld geometry, operation
speed, and amount of filler metal.

2. Fatigue-life prediction in welded connections

In a marine structure, the environment may consist of load cycles in the order of millions
per year. Fatigue failures typically take place at sites of high stress in either the base
material or weldments. Base material failures typically occur at openings, sharp corners or
at edges. Fatigue failure in weldments is highly dependent on the structural connection and
weld geometry details. Unfortunately, according to Kendrick [4], weld profile data for
most of the nominal stress S–N curves have not always been reported. Therefore, results of
tests with unknown weld profiles have been traditionally lumped together. In reality,
variation in fatigue life exists within a weld detail category due to weld geometry. This
accounts for a significant variation in test results when fatigue data are lumped together.

Modern welding techniques such as L/GMAW can be used to increase fatigue life by
improving the weld geometry. Analysis techniques that capture this effect in the design
process will allow fabricators to take economic advantage of the welding-technique
improvements. It is more likely that practical implementation of advanced welding
techniques will occur if analytical tools are used in design that capture the economic benefit
of an improved weld geometric profile.

At present, there are two primary approaches used for predicting fatigue life, namely,
the fracture mechanics approach and the S– N curve approach. Assakkaf and Ayyub [5]
described the relationship between these approaches as depicted in Fig. 1. Fracture
mechanics is mostly used in life prediction of a structure with an existing crack and is based
upon crack-growth data. The initiation phase is assumed negligible for welded joint in the
fracture mechanics approach and the life is based upon a stress-intensity factor, which
accounts for the magnitude of stress, crack size and joint details. In 1983, Maddox [6]
stated that a fillet weld has small sharp defects along the weld toe from which fatigue
cracks propagate. This effect combines with the stress concentration so that the fatigue life
is effectively in propagating the crack.

For welded joints, the S– N approach based upon fatigue test data is most frequently
used in design. The fatigue behavior of a connection is typically evaluated using constant-
N 
Crack Propagation Crack initiation 

S-N curve Fracture Mechanics 

Total Fatigue Life

Fig. 1. Relationship between the characteristic S– N curve and fracture mechanics approaches.
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amplitude fatigue tests and the results are presented as the stress amplitude versus the
number of cycles to produce failure. Fatigue damage is then treated as a linear process and
life due to a varying load history is estimated using methods such as Miner’s rule. The S– N

method will be focused upon in this paper of which there are several variations. The
approach chosen dictates whether or not the analysis considers the local effect of the weld
geometric profile.

2.1. Use of S– N curves

The characteristic S– N curve approach uses fatigue test data and assumes that fatigue
damage accumulation is a linear phenomenon. Three different approaches often used in
S– N type fatigue design of metal structures will be discussed in this paper, namely, (1)
nominal stress, (2) hot spot stress, and (3) the notch stress.
Using an S– N approach, the expression for fatigue life of a welded joint can be cast into

a general form as follows:

N ¼
A

Sm , (1)

where N is the number of cycles to failure, S is the appropriate stress level for the analysis
approach being used, and A and m are material parameters. This equation can be
linearized by taking the logarithm of each side of Eq. (1) resulting in the expression

logðNÞ ¼ logðAÞ �m logðSÞ. (2)
2.1.1. Nominal-stress approach

The nominal-stress approach uses fatigue data derived from experimental testing of a
structural detail, which are used to generate an S– N curve unique to this particular detail.
The nominal-stress approach does not include the stress concentration due to weld
geometric profile, since it is assumed that the connection specific S– N curve already
characterizes this effect. The stress, S, in Eqs. (1) and (2) is then equal to the nominal
stress, Snom, which is the far-field stress due to the forces and moments at the potential site
of cracking. In that regard, neither the local geometry of the weld toe or the local material
properties are taken into account in the analysis. Most design codes use different
classifications when implementing the nominal-stress approach for different structural
details. A different S– N curve, characterized by m and A, is provided for each
classification.
Munse et al. [7] categorized numerous weld and attachment details typical in steel-ship

construction. They provided fatigue parameters including uncertainties for over 50 welded
connection details. The cruciform connection studied under this current effort is listed in
the Munse report as structural detail 14 and the fatigue parameters compiled for these
connections encompass data that span years of testing with reported fatigue parameters of
m ¼ 7:35 and logðAÞ ¼ 23:2 for stress, Snom, in MPa. Mansour et al. [8] reports an
abbreviated joint classification for BS 5400 and DNV where a load-carrying full-
penetration fillet weld without undercutting at the corners dressed out by local grinding is
placed in category F. Design parameters associated with category F are m ¼ 3 and
logðAÞ ¼ 11:8 with stress, Snom, in MPa.
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2.1.2. Hot spot-stress approach

In a hot spot approach, the hot spot stress, Shs, is determined at the location where the
fatigue stress is the highest. This is typically at the toe of the weld where fatigue cracking is
likely to initiate. Computational difficulty may arise because the stress at the transition
point of the joint is usually a singularity. To overcome this effect, the hot spot stress at the
weld toe is estimated using results in the vicinity of the weld and not at the singular point.
Various extrapolation standards are used and some of the uncertainties of the effect of
weld geometry are removed. The hot spot stress is derived from a detailed analysis of the
connection and will include global effects and to some extent the influences of the local
geometry. With this approach, each material requires a single S– N curve for fatigue-life
assessment. However, a detailed finite-element (FE) analysis is necessary. The hot spot
stress, Shs can be related to Snom using a stress-concentration factor for the gross geometry,
Kg as

Shs ¼ Kg Snom: (3)

Shs is then used in Eq. (1), along with a baseline S– N curve to predict the fatigue life. The
resulting hot spot stress may differ depending upon the FE program, element type, element
mesh and method used for dealing with the singularity.

Several methods have been prescribed for determination of the hot spot stress. Fricke
[9], Niemi and Marquis [10] recommend using results at 0.4 and 1.4 t from the weld toe to
extrapolate the stress at the hot spot for certain types of weldments. Extrapolation at 0.5
and 1.5 t has also been recommended as described by Kendrick [4]. Other recommenda-
tions include using a fine mesh to predict the stress distribution, noting that the stress at the
hot spot is a singularity (unless the fillet is radiused). The hot spot stress is then
extrapolated at a preset distance from elements in the vicinity of the singularity.

Error can also be introduced in the hot spot-stress calculation if the weld profiles have a
high degree of variability or if the FE model does not accurately represent the as-welded
joint geometry. Also, the extrapolation technique used to compute the hot spot stress will
significantly influence the results. A standard method that is consistently applied is
required for analysis. In a test program, the weld profile needs to be accurately recorded so
that a proper assessment can be made.

Procedures for experimental determination of stress-concentration factors, similar to the
approach used in hot spot analyses, have been demonstrated by Niemi and Marquis [10]
and Dong [11], among others. These techniques extrapolate the response recorded by two
or more strain gages to the hot spots. Strains are converted to stress and extrapolation
techniques similar to those used in hot spot analyses are employed.

2.1.3. Notch-stress approach

The notch-stress approach uses S– N curves based upon smooth material specimens
without notches. A stress-concentration factor is then determined to account for various
imperfections. According to Kendrick [4], this method can be used to predict the effect of
an imperfect weld profile on fatigue life. It will include an additional stress-concentration
factor for the actual weld geometry, Kw as well as factors for increased stress due to
misalignment and angular mismatch. Applied fatigue stress, Sn, can then be written in
terms of an aggregate stress-concentration factor, K, and the nominal stress as

Sn ¼ KSnom. (4)
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K is the product of the individual stress concentration factors given as

K ¼ KgKwK teK taKn. (5)

Kg is the stress-concentration factor due to the gross geometry, Kw is the stress-
concentration factor due to the weld geometry, Kte is the additional stress-concentration
factor due to eccentricity tolerance (used for plate connections only), Kta is the additional
stress-concentration factor due to angular mismatch (used for plate connections only), Kn

is the additional stress-concentration factor for un-symmetrical stiffeners on laterally
loaded panels applied when nominal stress is derived from simple beam analysis.
For an ideal case with no eccentricity or angular mismatch, the notch stress, Sn, is

related to the nominal and hotspot stresses as follows:

Sn ¼ KgKwSnom ¼ KwShs (6)
2.1.4. Mesh-insensitive approach

Dong [12] recently suggested a method for determination of the hot spot stress that is
insensitive to the FE mesh. A FE analysis is performed and the resulting nodal forces
across the thickness of the plate in the area in question are used to compute a mesh-
insensitive structural stress, Smi, which can be used in a fatigue analysis. This method
includes effects of both the gross connection geometry and to a lesser extent the local weld
profile. The mesh-insensitive stress can be related to the nominal stress by

Smi ¼ KgSnom. (7)

In this approach, an equilibrium-equivalent stress state and a self-equilibrating stress state
are used to compute the mesh-insensitive stress. Nodal forces are used instead of the
resulting stresses at or near the singularity (hot spot) location, since the stresses are highly
mesh sensitive. This results in stress-level predictions with little sensitivity to the fineness of
the FE mesh. Therefore, this procedure may be useful in the analysis of ship structures
where coarse FE meshes are used, especially at the preliminary design stage.

3. Fatigue testing of laser-welded cruciforms

An experimental fatigue study was undertaken to further investigate the effect of local
weld profile. The weld geometry of cruciform specimens was intentionally varied,
measured and categorized. Numerous fatigue tests were performed to determine the
influence of geometry on fatigue life. Laser welding proved to be an invaluable technique
to carry out this effort due to the ability to develop a full-penetration weld. When
supplemented with a GMAW process, a smooth, nearly circular geometric profile was
realized. The fatigue tests summarized in this paper are a subset of a larger database being
compiled for the qualification of laser-welded HSLA-65 steel for use in US Navy vessels as
documented by Kihl [13] and Berube et al. [14]. Results specifically demonstrating the
effect of weld geometry on fatigue life were selected. The fatigue testing was performed at
the University of Maine [14] using a 50metric ton (110 kips) MTSTM 810 universal testing
machine with a TestStarTM digital controller, as shown in Fig. 2a. The 355.6mm (14 in)
long, 95.25mm 3� 3

4
in:

� �
wide test specimens (Fig. 2b) were cruciform shaped and

fabricated from 12.7mm ð0:56 in:Þ thick HSLA-65 steel plating. The gage length used for
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Fig. 2. Fatigue-test specimen and test setup: (a) Specimen in test machine; (b) Test article.
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the testing was 177.8mm (7.0 in) with an 88.9mm (3.5 in) grip length. The testing was
performed in load control, at a rate of 2.22MN/s. (500 kip/s), and the specimens were
loaded axially, under completely reversed sinusoidal loading, at stress levels of 103.4,
206.8, and 310.3MPa (15, 30, and 45 ksi). The controller automatically terminated the test
when the extension of the specimen had doubled compared with that recorded at the
beginning of the test. The doubling of the extension was typically indicative of a significant
crack in the specimen.

3.1. Test article fabrication

There were four series of test articles detailed for this investigation. The test articles were
fabricated using either a laser ‘cold-wire’ (LBW-CW) or a laser-hybrid (L/GMAW)
welding process. In the LBW-CW process, filler material is added by using a small
percentage of the laser energy to melt wire fed to the weld pool. The laser-hybrid welding
process combines the laser with a GMAW process. With this hybrid welding procedure,
the laser beam and GMAW arc act in the same welding zone to support each other. It is
believed that the energy from the laser beam is responsible for establishing the keyhole, as
in the laser-only process, and the GMAW system delivers filler material to the weld pool,
thus creating the weld geometric profile.

Weld-process parameters for the fabricated specimens are summarized in Table 1. The
first series (Series-A) was fabricated at the Applied Research Laboratory (ARL), of Penn
State University, using the laser ‘cold-wire’ process with their 14 kWCO2 laser operating at
10 kW delivered power and a weld speed of 25.4 cm/min (10 in/min). This resulted in a weld
with profile as shown in Fig. 3. The weld is characterized by a geometry that has a small
region that is somewhat flat in the center and a smooth radius toward the ends. The next
three series of specimens were fabricated at Applied Thermal Sciences (ATS) in Sanford,
ME. The ATS system is equipped with a real-time adaptive feedback control of the weld
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Table 1

Weld process parameters

Weld series Weld process Laser-delivered power Laser weld rate Wire typea GMAW power

(kW) cm/min (in/min) (kW)

A LBW-CW 10.0 25.4 (10.0) ER70S-2 N/A

B LBW-CW 14.3 190.5 (75.0) ER70S-2 N/A

C LBW-CW 16.4 114.3 (45.0) ER70S-2 N/A

D L/GMAW 15.5 133.4 (52.5) ER70S-6 10.5

aWire size used for all series is 0.889mm (0.035 in) dia.

Fig. 3. Series A—FLC weld profile: (a) side view; (b) end view; (c) traced profile.

Fig. 4. Series B—CR125 to CR131 weld profile: (a) side view; (b) end view; (c) traced profile.
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process, which monitors the welding parameters including weld shape. The first series
fabricated by ATS, Series-B, used the laser cold-wire process with a 25 kWCO2 laser
operating at 14.3 kW delivered power and weld speed of 190.5 cm/min. (75 in/min). The
weld profile resulted in a small flat-shaped fillet as shown in Fig. 4. Series-C was fabricated
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at a reduced process rate with increased wire feed and resulted in a larger fillet of the same
general profile as Series-B, as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the resulting welds for the last
series (Series-D), which used a laser-hybrid process. These welds had a vastly improved
geometric profile that was as near to circular as can be expected.

3.2. Test results

Fatigue test results of the four weld series are summarized in Tables 2–5. Series-A,
welded at ARL, was the first test series fabricated and is used as the baseline for
comparison. These data are plotted in Fig. 7 along with the S– N curve using parameters
reported by Munse et al. [7] and Niemi and Marquis [10] for cruciform joints and tests
performed by Kihl [13] on conventionally welded HSLA-65 steel cruciforms. In addition,
the design-based curve for category F given in Mansour et al. [8] is also provided. All laser-
welded tests show longer fatigue life than reported by Munse, and Series A and D show
fatigue life better than that reported by Kihl for conventional welds of the same material.
Fig. 5. Series C—CR154 weld profile: (a) side view; (b) end view of failed specimen; (c) traced profile.

Fig. 6. Series D—CR187 weld profile: (a) side view; (b) end view; (c) traced profile.
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Table 2

Constant amplitude fatigue tests on ARL-fabricated specimens, series A–12.7mm thick, laser cold wire (LBW-

CW) weld process

Specimen IDa Specimen

thickness

Stress

amplitude

Specimen

conditionb
Cycles to failure Geometric

mean

mm (in) MPa (ksi)

FLC-1 4 C 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 103.4 (15) AF 3,593,165

4 13,069,480FLC-2 6 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 103.4 (15) SF 20,300,000+

FLC-2 10 D 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 103.4 (15) SF 20,000,000+

FLC-3 11 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 103.4 (15) AF 20,000,000+

FLC-1 2 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 206.8 (30) AF 212,289

226,903FLC-1 10 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 206.8 (30) SF 222,263

FLC-2 5 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 206.8 (30) SF 213,509

FLC-3 8 12.7 ð12Þ 206.8 (30) AF 263,116

FLC-1 8 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 310.0 (45) SF 18,494

16,232FLC-2 1 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 310.0 (45) AF 18,460

FLC-2 8 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 310.0 (45) SF 15,379

FLC-3 3 D 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 310.0 (45) AF 13,222

aC part of ID, crack present in weld; D part of ID, discontinuity present in weld.
bAF, specimen tested as fabricated; SF, specimen straightened in fixture.

Table 3

Constant-amplitude fatigue tests on ATS-fabricated specimens, series B-12.7mm thick, laser Cold wire (LBW-

CW) weld process

Specimen ID Specimen

thickness

Stress

amplitude

Specimen

conditiona
Cycles to failure Geometric

mean

mm (in) MPa (ksi)

CR125 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 206.8 (30) AF 22,803 23,125

CR125A 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 206.8 (30) AF 26,430

CR131 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 206.8 (30) AF 20,519

aAF, specimen tested as fabricated.

Table 4

Constant-amplitude fatigue tests on ATS-fabricated specimens, series C–12.7mm thick, laser cold wire (LBW-

CW) weld process

Specimen ID Specimen

thickness

Stress

amplitude

Specimen

conditiona
Cycles to failure Geometric

mean

mm (in) MPa (ksi)

CR154A 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 206.8 (30) AF 43,500 45,565

CR154B 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 206.8 (30) AF 47,728

aAF, specimen tested as fabricated.

V. Caccese et al. / Marine Structures 19 (2006) 1–2210
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Table 5

Constant-amplitude fatigue tests on laser-hybrid welded specimens, series D- 12.7mm thick, laser hybrid weld

process (L/GMAW)

Specimen ID Specimen

Thickness

Stress

Amplitude

Specimen

Conditiona
Cycles to

Failure

Geometric Mean

mm (in) Mpa (ksi)

CR208-3 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 103.4 (15) AF 20,000,000+

412,075,6760CR117-2 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 103.4 (15) AF 2,658,000

CR201-2 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 103.4 (15) AF 20,000,000+

CR206-2 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 103.4 (15) AF 20,000,000+

CR187A 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 206.8 (30) AF 179,948

169,853CR187B 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 206.8 (30) AF 228,982

CR211-2 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 206.8 (30) AF 170,600

CR209-4 12.7 ð12Þ 206.8 (30) AF 118,400

CR210-4 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 310.03 (45) AF 30,500

24,018CR202-2 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 310.03 (45) AF 19,700

CR207-4 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 310.03 (45) AF 21,300

CR212-2 12.7 ð1
2
Þ 310.03 (45) AF 26,000

aAF, specimen tested as fabricated.
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Fig. 7. Summary of fatigue test results.
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An objective of this study was to assist the welders at ATS in developing welding
parameters that would yield results comparable to Series-A, welded by ARL at 25.0 cm/
min (10 in/min). The first two sets of laser welds done at ATS, Series-B and Series-C, were
preliminary studies to determine the effect of fillet size and shape on fatigue life.
These series were tested at the intermediate 206.8MPa (30 ksi) stress range only, so that
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timely results could be obtained. A fillet size was chosen for Series-D such that the
fatigue life is comparable to that of the Series-A welds. Series-D is the final production
detail of the fillet to be used in beam fabrication and was fabricated at a weld
rate of 133.4 cm/min (52.5 in/min), which is 5� 1

4 times faster than the rate used for the
Series-A welds.

4. Analysis

FE analyses were performed on the cruciform-shaped test articles to ascertain the stress
concentration factor for various shaped fillet geometries. The ANSYSTM FE program was
used for this purpose. Results of the FE analysis were processed using several analytical
methods and these data were used to estimate the relative change in fatigue life due to the
geometry of the fillet. Since it is desirable to use this method with a multitude of weld
profiles, the FE method was chosen for the analysis procedure to determine the stress
concentration factor, K. In the case of weld geometries with a smooth transition, resulting
stresses will converge to a single value as the mesh size is reduced. The results were used to
evaluate the stress at the keypoint (fillet transition point) for convergent cases, the hot spot
stress and the mesh-insensitive structural stress. One-fourth symmetry was used with
isoparametric, 8-noded, plane-strain elements. A uniform unit pressure was placed at the
top of the model and symmetric boundary conditions were enforced.
Geometric profiles evaluated are summarized in Fig. 8 and include: Type-(1) toe with a

smooth concave radius, Type-(2) straight toe with a discontinuous transition and Type-(3)
straight toe with a smooth radius transition. Type-1 has a smooth radius transition with
the radius, R, as a parameter. With hybrid-laser welding it is now possible to achieve welds
with geometries very close to Type-1. The Type-2 profile has a straight toe and a
discontinuous corner. Linear analysis of the Type-2 weld to determine a convergent stress-
concentration factor at the hot spot is not possible due to the singularity which causes a
mesh-sensitive model. The legs of the fillet can either be equal ðTh ¼ TvÞ or unequal
ðThaTvÞ. The Type-3 weld has a relatively flat profile with a smooth transition from the
flat section to the load-carrying elements. The smooth transition will allow for convergent
analysis of this type of weld.

4.1. Concave round fillet

The concave round fillet (Type-1) is a convergent case and can be used as a baseline for
comparison of the various evaluation methods. It was demonstrated in Fig. 6 that a nearly
round fillet is possible using the L/GMAW process described, therefore making this case
more than just an idealization. A convergence study was undertaken by prescribing a
varying number of elements through the thickness of the model and the results are
summarized in Fig. 9. The peak stress recorded in the analysis, Sy, is plotted in this
diagram using solid symbols along with the mesh-insensitive stress, Smi, calculated with
Dong’s [12] method is plotted using open symbols. In the case of a cruciform-shaped
section with fillet welds, the mesh-insensitive stress is computed by determination of the
forces along the elements through the thickness at the weld geometry transition as shown
in Fig. 10. The nodal forces along the transition line are determined by FE analysis as the
sum of the elemental forces at each node. The total resultant forces on this line are in
equilibrium with the applied load. The stress, Smi, is computed for a plane-strain case of
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unit depth according to the equation

Smi ¼
F y

t
þ

6My

t2
, (8)

where Fy is the total resultant force, t is the thickness, and My is the moment due to the
nodal forces about a point through the centerline of the model. Accordingly, the nominal
stress, Fy/t is amplified by the moment term 6My/t2.

Rate of convergence of Sy is dependent on the fillet radius to plate-thickness ratio, R/t.
Models with R=t ¼ 0:25 or more are convergent to within 1% when at least 16 elements are
used through the thickness. Convergent analysis of a mesh with R/t ¼ 0.125 requires more
than 32-elements through the thickness as the 32 element mesh converges to within 0.7%
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of the 64-element mesh. The mesh insensitive stress, Smi, is always convergent, as indicated
by Dong [12], but its value is considerably less than the peak stress Sy.

Fig. 11 shows the distribution of stress, Sy, related to the vertical distance from the fillet.
It is observed in this plot that the stress magnitude is nearly at its nominal value at a
distance of 0.4 t or more from the transition point. Also, the peak stress does not occur at
the transition point but at a short distance into the weld. This makes extrapolation of the
hot spot stress using results at 0.4 t and greater not possible for this type of weld. Instead,
hot spot stresses are extrapolated, as illustrated in Fig. 10, using a parabolic fit of data at
0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 t from the transition point on models with a mesh of 32 elements through
the thickness. This was accomplished by determining a second-order equation relating
stress, Sy, to distance from the weld toe using these three data sets. The hot spot stress, Shs,
was approximated using this equation with the distance from the weld toe equal to zero.
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Fig. 12 shows the stress concentration factor, S/Snom, for various R/t ratios and analysis
techniques using a mesh of 32 elements through the thickness. The technique used to
compute the hot spot stress, Shs, results in stress-concentration factors nearly the same as
Smi for this case. Both are considerably less than Sy, especially for small radii. For
example, a small-radius fillet with R=t ¼ 0:125 shows a stress amplification of 1.97,
whereas the Smi is 1.22 and Shs is 1.32 for this same size fillet.
4.2. Straight fillet

The straight fillet (Type-2) is an ideal non-converging case that readily demonstrates the
mesh dependency in a FE analysis of most weld profiles. Use of a FE analysis to predict
hot spot stress for the non-convergent case will require some hard fast rules, which may be
different for each weld geometry type. For this study two approaches were taken, one
where the element size is used as a parameter and one where the number of elements along
the fillet is varied. Fig. 13 presents the variation of nodal stress, Sy, with vertical distance
from the weld toe for a 451 straight fillet with toe length, T, varying form 0.25 to 1.0 t
analyzed with a constant element size. One set of analyses was performed with an element
size of 0.8mm (t/16) as indicated by the open symbols in the plot and, for clarity, only a
single analysis with element size of 0.4mm (t/32) is shown, as indicated by the solid
rectangle. These results show that the peak stress is completely mesh-dependent, as
expected. The peak stress occurs at the transition point and decreases as the ratio of
element size to fillet size increases. Therefore, this explains why a lower stress is predicted
for a smaller fillet if the element size is kept constant. Stress increases significantly as the
element size decreases. This phenomenon will go on indefinitely due to the stress
singularity at the transition point. Accordingly, the value of peak stress obtained from this
analysis is totally dependent on the element size chosen.
Fig. 14 presents results of hot spot and mesh-insensitive analyses on the straight fillet

along with the peak value from the FE analysis using either a constant element size (t/16)
or constant number of elements along the fillet (equal to 10 in this analysis). The mesh-
insensitive approach provides a consistent value of structural stress for each fillet size and
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predicts a stress-concentration factor between 1.27 and 1.37. This is a lower bound of the
analyses presented and the stress-concentration factor is observed to decrease with the fillet
size, which is contrary to reality. It does predict a higher stress-concentration factor than
observed in the round-fillet analysis, which ranged from 1.22 to 1.06 as previously shown
in Fig. 12. This method indicates that a small-radius fillet with R=t ¼ 0:125 has a stress-
concentration factor similar to a straight fillet with T=t ¼ 0:125. The peak stress and hot
spot results computed again by a parabolic extrapolation show a mesh dependency. Again,
if the element size is kept constant, an unrealistic result where the stress is reduced with
fillet size is observed. Keeping the number of elements along the fillet constant causes the
more realistic result where stress increases as fillet size decreases. All in all, it is very
difficult to pinpoint a proper value of stress concentration factor for the straight-fillet type
of weld profile from FE analysis alone unless some hard fast rules are provided with
respect to modeling procedures.

4.3. Radius-transitioned straight fillet

A convergent mesh results if a straight fillet is transitioned into the legs of the specimen
by a smooth arc, tangent to the leg and the straight part of the fillet (Type-3). In this case
one may conjecture that there is always a radius transition, no matter how small, from the
fillet into the legs. Fig. 15 presents the results of this case for Sy and Smi. Two 451-straight-
fillet cases, one with a leg of 1.0 t and another with a leg of 0.5 t are used for this example.
The transition radius, Rt, as shown in Fig. 8, was varied and the case of the round radius is
also included in the plot for reference. In this case, the stress-concentration factor increases
as the radius decreases, as expected. The fillet-toe size, Th, has little effect on the stress level
as it is the transition radius that is the primary factor. For a given R/t, the Type-3 weld
geometry has a slightly, higher stress than the round radius, but this effect is minor. The
small radius fillet of 0.125 t has a stress-concentration factor of 2.15 in this case, which can
be compared with the round-fillet case where the stress-concentration factor is 1.98.
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The slight difference in geometry accounts for the difference in stress-concentration factor
with the true radius fillet being the lower bound. The mesh-insensitive stress again predicts
a value lower than the observed peak stress, as typically observed. One can conclude that
the stress-concentration factor is predominately controlled by the shape of the radius
transition and not the size, Th, of the fillet.

4.4. Relative fatigue-life predictions

Fatigue-life predictions for choice of weld geometry are based upon a model that
accounts for the aggregate stress-concentration factor as in the notch-stress approach. The
S– N equation is recast into the form given in Eq. (8) where KS is the stress level and m is
the exponent.

N ¼
A

ðKSÞm
. (80)

Stress-concentration factors estimated using the measured geometry of the fatigue test
articles are summarized in Table 6 for series A through D. Higher-quality series, A and D
have relatively large and smooth transitions and their K was taken as 1.49 and 1.45,
respectively. Stress-concentration factor estimates for series B is the highest at 2.2. Stress
levels of the fatigue test were then adjusted according to these stress-concentration factors
and plotted at a stress level of KS as opposed to Snom. The averaged S– N data are
replotted using KS for stress in Fig. 16. A consistent grouping of the fatigue data is
observed when the stress concentration is accounted for in the plot. Eq. (2) was used to
determine the constant m and A using a least squares fit resulting a value of m ¼ 6 and
logðAÞ ¼ 21:7 with stress in MPa. This expression is shown on the plot as the dashed line.
When this data as presented in Fig. 16 are compared with Series A–D data in Fig. 7 it is
demonstrated that in much of the variability in the test results is reduced if the stress-
concentration factor of the actual welded geometry is accounted for in the analysis.
For the sake of discussion, a modification of the factor A can then be used to

create a baseline S– N prediction of a joint with K ¼ 1:0. Eq. (8) can be reconfigured
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Table 6

Estimation of weld geometry type and parameters

Series Designation Weld geometry type Weld profile parameters Stress concentration factor (K)

R (R/t) (in) Th ¼ Tv, (in)

A FLC 1 or 0.25 (0.5) NA 1.46

3a 0.25 (0.5) 3/8 1.52

B CR125-131 3a 0.0625 (0.125) 0.125 2.20

C CR154 3a 0.22 (0.44) 0.25 1.77

D CR187 1 0.28 (0.56) NA 1.45
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to the form

logðNÞ ¼ logðAÞ �m logðKÞ �m logðSÞ. (9)

A modified value for A, Amod, can then be taken as

logðAmodÞ ¼ logðAÞ þm logðKÞ. (10)

An assumed stress concentration factor of 2.2 results in log(Amod) of 25.7 for stress in MPa
for Munse et al. [7] parameters. Although the actual stress-concentration factors in the
Munse case cannot be known and the value of 2.2 is merely speculation, this result
provides a relatively good match of the current experimental data. It is interesting to note
that the case of a small transition radius of Rt approximately equal to 0.125 t, for geometry
Type-3 results in a stress-concentration factor of nearly 2.2.

A graphic portrayal of the influence of the stress-concentration factor on fatigue life is
presented in Fig. 17. This example predicts a nearly order of magnitude gain in fatigue life
when the stress-concentration factor is reduced from 2.2 to 1.6. It is a well-known fact that
the sensitivity of the fatigue life to stress-concentration factor is quite significant. It is
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restated here to emphasize that with hybrid-laser welding much better control of geometry
can be achieved and hence the fatigue life will be substantially improved.
5. Conclusions

The influence of weld geometry on the fatigue life of laser-welded HSLA-65 structural
shapes is presented in this paper. Better quality control of weld geometry is possible with
laser welding compared with more conventional techniques such as SMAW and GMAW.
This is especially true when laser is combined with GMAW (L/GMAW) and it was
demonstrated that welds with a nearly circular profile can be achieved. Improvements to
geometric profile through post-weld operations such as grinding, peening, eroding or
remelting are typically performed to improve weld quality. With L/GMAW good weld
profiles can be achieved at speeds better than 130 cm/min without post-weld operations.
Welds with improved geometric profile can result in much better fatigue life than the same
size weld with other profiles. This implies that smaller weld sizes of a circular profile can be
used to achieve the same fatigue life as larger more conventional welds. This results in
higher processing speeds, a more efficient use of filler metal and better economics.
Fatigue tests of 12.7mm-thick cruciform-shaped specimens were performed to quantify

the response of a longitudinal weld to be used in laser-fabricated T and I shapes. Welds
with varying geometric profiles were created during weld-process parameter development
to study the effect of the geometric profile on the fatigue life. Stress-concentration factors
were computed using FE analysis for different weld profiles. These analyses were used to
estimate the stress-concentration factor for the fabricated test articles. Test articles were
divided into four series (A-D) and the resulting stress-concentration estimates are 1.49, 2.2,
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1.77 and 1.45, respectively. The lower stress-concentration factor resulted in better fatigue
life, as expected.

In the FE analyses, a circular-shaped fillet is shown to converge to a stress-concentration
factor of unity at a weld radius of more than twice the plate thickness being welded. This
size weld is large and impractical for most situations. Therefore, compromises on the
fatigue life must be made, such as reducing the weld size to practical and economical
proportions. Welds with sharp corners such as a straight fillet, classified as Type-2 in this
paper, have theoretically infinite stress-concentration factors. Special techniques are
required to assess a stress-concentration factor for these weld shapes. Two such techniques
are the hot spot approach and mesh-insensitive approach, which were used in an
evaluation of the specimens tested. These approaches were compared with convergent
cases of numerical analysis where a single value of stress-concentration factor can be
determined. The hot spot and mesh-insensitive approaches resulted in consistent stress-
concentration factors that were significantly lower in magnitude than the FE results. Welds
with a flat region transitioned by a radius are common with laser welds, and are
categorized as Type-3. It was demonstrated that the critical parameter is the radius at
which the flat section of the weld transitions to the load-carrying element. Increasing the
toe size without increasing this radius has negligible effect on the stress-concentration
factor, and may not help to increase the fatigue life of this type of profile. Analysis
techniques that capture the effect of weld geometric profile in the design process will allow
fabricators to take economic advantage of the welding-technique improvements.

Fatigue-test results were compared to historical data provided by Munse et al. [7] for the
cruciform test articles and the fatigue life of all laser-welded specimens in Series A–D was
significantly better. The laser-welded data were also compared with fatigue tests of
conventionally welded cruciform specimens made of the same HSLA-65 material tested by
Kihl [13]. The laser-welded test articles in Series A and D with the lower stress-
concentration factors performed better than the conventionally welded specimens tested.
When stress-concentration factor is accounted for in the data analysis, the fatigue test
results show much less variability and can be lumped into one master curve.
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